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With reference to foreclosure of mortgages, a party 
seeking to enforce the rights associated with a mort-
gage must prove that it is a real party in interest to have 
“standing” in court. The Restatement of Property (Third) 
states:

Only the proven mortgagee may main-
tain a foreclosure action. The requirement 
that a foreclosure action be brought only 
by the actual mortgagee is at the heart of 
the issues with foreclosure irregularities. 
If the homeowner or the court challenges 
the claim of the party bringing a foreclo-
sure action that it is the mortgagee (and 
was when the foreclosure was fi led), then 
evidentiary issues arise as to whether the 
party bringing the foreclosure can in fact 
prove that it is the mortgagee. The issues 
involved are highly complex areas of 
law, but despite the complexity of these 
issues, they should not be dismissed as 
mere technicalities. Rather, they are legal 
requirements that must be observed both 
as part of due process and as part of the 
contractual bargain made between bor-
rowers and lenders.3

Mortgages may be enforced only by, or on behalf of, the 
entity that is entitled to enforce the obligation the mort-
gage secures. The underlying obligation in all cases is a 
promissory note. The mortgage is the security instrument 
that secures the indebtedness created by the note to the 
real property.

It is with the answers to these three questions that the 
mortgage securitization transaction creates uncertainty 
in the chain of title to real property. Uncertainty is caused 
by the transaction’s lack of transparency and the blurred 
defi nitions of the participants’ roles created by the agree-
ments between them. When courts are asked to interpret 
these irregularities and errors, judges should analyze 
these transactions with an eye on the ramifi cations on the 
chain of title and the preservation of the rights of bona 
fi de purchasers of real property.

The current scenario has resulted in extensive litiga-
tion, an extended freeze in the restructuring of residential 
mortgage debt, the unwinding of unrecoverable debt 
through foreclosure, and signifi cant stress on bank and 
non-bank balance sheets arising from the substantial 
repurchase liability that is arising from mistakes and mis-
representations in mortgage documents.4 

In the fall of 2010, a series of revelations about fore-
closure documentation irregularities hit the housing mar-
kets. The transfer of a property’s title from the mortgagor 
(the homeowner) to the mortgagee (typically a bank or 
a trust) necessary for a successful foreclosure requires a 
series of steps established by state law. The securitized 
mortgage transaction adds additional steps necessary to 
the process and procedure required to pass “good title” 
to loan documents between and among participants in 
the transaction. Defi ciencies in the transfers of loan docu-
ments may threaten the enforceability of mortgages held 
as securitized paper, or as it is more commonly known, 
RMBS.1

Depositions taken in a number of lawsuits by borrow-
er-defendants uncovered the systematic robo-signing of 
foreclosure documents by plaintiffs and their attorneys. 
The irregularities consisted of “offi cers” of the plaintiff 
verifying that they had actual knowledge of the facts and 
circumstances when in fact they did not. Upon these reve-
lations, the courts dismissed many of these cases without 
prejudice, only to have the plaintiffs correct the irregulari-
ties and commence another foreclosure action.

More recently, it has come to light that there are po-
tentially fatal irregularities in the mortgage origination 
and pooling process. The impact of these irregularities 
could be far broader, affecting a vast number of inves-
tors in the residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) 
market.2 These irregularities would affect already com-
pleted foreclosures, properties currently in foreclosure, 
delinquent borrowers and current homeowners that are 
in the modifi cation process. 

The lawful and enforceable transfer of interests in real 
estate depends on parties to the transaction being able to 
answer three simple questions: who owns the property? 
How did they come to own it? And is there another party 
that can make a competing claim to it? The documentary 
irregularities in securitized mortgage transactions and 
perhaps the securitized mortgage business model itself 
have the potential to make these three seemingly simple 
questions extremely complex. 

Even outside a foreclosure scenario, in order for a 
possessor of an interest in real property to be able to law-
fully affect title, that person or entity must have an inter-
est under color of law. This means that parties seeking to 
transfer, subordinate, encumber, satisfy, modify or bring 
an action pursuant to their interest in real property must 
be able to prove that they are in fact the possessor of those 
rights. This is a threshold requirement that is codifi ed and 
expanded by common law in all 50 states. 
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REMIC structure allows SPVs to create tremendous 
effi ciency in the capital markets. A secondary market was 
created where mortgage loans could be turned into bond-
like securities and traded on an open market. The capital 
markets adapted quickly, and entire institutions were 
created to service this new fi nancial instrument. The SPV 
allowed originators of residential and commercial mort-
gages access to capital and a competitive market where 
they could sell their loans. Aggregators and depositors 
facilitated mortgage pooling. Investment banks and com-
mercial banks turned the mortgage pools into securities 
and marketed them to investors. Servicing agents moni-
tored the loans in the pool trusts for the pool trustees.9 
Pool trustees acted on behalf of the trust certifi cate hold-
ers (investors).

Securitization Loan Document Flow Chart
Securitizations of mortgages require multiple trans-

fers, and accordingly, multiple endorsements and assign-
ments of the mortgage. Securitized mortgages were typi-
cally originated through commercial banks and mortgage 
banks and brokers. These are the “originators.” Next they 
were securitized by investment banks (“sponsors”). The 
sponsors set up SPVs (bankruptcy-remote, tax-exempt 
vehicles) that pooled the mortgages transferred to them 
and sold interests in the income from those mortgages to 
investors in the form of certifi cates. The pools were collat-
eralized by the borrowers’ homes.

The diagram below illustrates the fl ow of the loan 
documentation in a securitized loan transaction. The fl ow 
of the documentation differs from the fl ow of the funds. 
The diagram of the fl ow of funds between the borrower 
and the entity lawfully authorized to receive funds looks 
somewhat different depending upon the terms set forth 
in the pooling and servicing agreement and various other 
agreements between the parties on the lender’s side of 
the transaction. The fl ow of funds is addressed in the next 
section.

There is no question that mortgage securitization is 
the most effi cient business model for putting responsible 
borrowers together with lenders. Securitization allows 
the distribution of risk among sophisticated investors to 
invest in what should be a stable and predictable income 
stream. Securitization also lowers the cost of the mort-
gage transaction to borrowers wherein economies of scale 
make participation accessible to a broader pool of inves-
tors. It is imperative that the mortgage securitization 
transaction become more transparent such that bona fi de 
purchasers have absolute certainty and are legally pro-
tected by the chain of title of secured interests and title to 
the properties secured by same. 

The Mortgage Securitization Transaction
In 1986, Congress changed the tax code. One of these 

changes was the creation of the Real Estate Mortgage 
Investment Conduit (REMIC).5 A REMIC or special pur-
pose vehicle (SPV) is an entity that is created for the spe-
cifi c purpose of being a tax-free pass-through for interest 
income generated by pooled mortgages.6 This allowed 
investors to purchase shares or certifi cates in a mortgage 
pool that was only taxed once at the investor level. The 
REMIC rules allowed the mortgage pools to collect inter-
est income from the pool and disburse that income to the 
certifi cate holders tax-free at the pool level. Prior to the 
REMIC, interest income from pooled mortgage invest-
ments were taxed twice, once at the pool level and again 
at the investor level.

REMIC rules are very specifi c, and to qualify as a 
REMIC under federal and state tax codes, the SPV had to 
meet very stringent requirements.7 With respect to RMBS 
the controlling trust document is known as the Pooling 
and Servicing Agreement (PSA). One function of the PSA 
is to establish the rules governing the trust such that the 
trust’s activities and management conform to IRC 860. If 
the trust did not conform, it could lose its REMIC status 
and its tax-free pass-through status.8
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with the management of the real estate (REO) and assets 
of the pool. 

Every mortgage transaction begins with a lender and 
a borrower. The lender lends money to the borrower in 
exchange for the borrower’s promise to repay (promisso-
ry note) the loan with interest and the security instrument 
(mortgage)15 that secures the note to the property. The 
prerequisite for the lender is that it is lending money and 
taking a security interest from the person(s) who actually 
have clean title to the property. The mortgagee wants to 
be assured and insured that its security interest/lien posi-
tion will be superior to all others. To accomplish this, it 
has to do two things. First, the mortgagee has to obtain 
a title report and a lender’s policy from a title insurance 
company insuring the mortgagee’s fi rst lien position, and 
be assured and insured of the borrower’s legal ability as 
owner of the property to pledge the property as secured 
collateral for the loan.

The lender in a securitized mortgage transaction is 
called the “originator.” The originator sells the loan (note 
and mortgage) to the “securitization sponsor” (spon-
sor). Upon sale or transfer, the mortgage is assigned to 
the sponsor and the note is endorsed to the sponsor. The 
sponsor’s possession of the note without assignment of 
the mortgage means that the underlying debt is still valid 
but the mortgagee cannot foreclose because he has not 
been assigned rights to enforce the security agreement. 
Obtaining assignment of the mortgage without having 
possession of the note renders the mortgage completely 
unenforceable. Assignment of the mortgage without the 
underlying promise to pay is a nullity.16 

Transfer of the Note

There are two methods by which a promissory note 
may be transferred, negotiation17 and by sale contract 
(MLPA).18 Transfer of notes is governed by the trust’s 
pooling and servicing agreements (PSAs). PSAs generally 
contemplate transfer through negotiation. Typical lan-
guage in PSAs requires the delivery to the securitization 
trust of the notes indorsed to the trustee or in blank.19 For 
example:

Pay to the order of _________________

Without Recourse

Alternatively, a promissory note may be transferred by a 
sale contract, also governed by whether a state has adopt-
ed particular revisions to the UCC. In many states, in or-
der for a transfer to take place under the relevant portion 
of the UCC, there are only three requirements: the buyer 
of the promissory note must give value, there must be an 
authenticated document of sale that describes the promis-
sory note (MLPA or Purchase and Sale Agreement), and 
the seller must have rights in the promissory note being 
sold.20 

Prior to securitization most residential loans were 
kept in a portfolio as “whole loans.” The loan was usu-
ally serviced by the institution that originated the loan. 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac10 developed the business 
model of securitizing the cash fl ow from residential mort-
gages. The GSEs insured investors in securities backed by 
residential mortgages. The government-insured Fannie 
and Freddie loans, therefore, had very high credit ratings. 
Fannie and Freddie loans were underwritten to very strict 
standards.11 In the late 1980s and early 1990s the busi-
ness model expanded, and private label, non-GSE, non-
insured products became available to the general public 
from various investment banks. 

The non-GSE products could not compete with the 
GSE products because the GSEs had the competitive ad-
vantage of inexpensive credit directly from the U.S. Trea-
sury and the government’s guarantee that gave GSE secu-
rities an A++ credit rating comparable to a treasury bond. 
The non-GSE paper could be underwritten and sold via 
a securitization model that resembled the GSE. The most 
remarkable differences between GSE and non-GSE paper 
were the underwriting standards and the sources of credit 
used to fund the mortgages. Also important was the fact 
that the loan servicing functions were usually outsourced 
from the originator of the loan to a third party whose sole 
function and purpose was to service mortgage loans.12

Many of the commercial banks set up separate servic-
ing departments that serviced the loans in the securitized 
pools they created. Many of these bank servicers also ser-
viced loans for other pools they did not create. Moreover, 
these new institutions were charged with self-regulation 
and thereby literally wrote their own rules and business 
practices to conform to existing federal and state securi-
ties, trust, banking and real estate laws.13 

The role of servicing agents was largely administra-
tive. They were hired by the RMBS investors to handle 
all back-offi ce functions for existing loans, and generally 
acted as intermediaries between borrowers and the inves-
tors. Their function could be best described as performing 
customer service and bookkeeping functions. 

When the number of delinquencies began to rise, the 
role of servicers evolved from customer service and book-
keeping to include loss mitigation. Servicers found them-
selves responsible for processing all defaults including 
forbearance agreements, modifi cations, short sales, and 
foreclosures and post-foreclosure property management. 
The servicers themselves have admitted that they were 
simply not prepared for the volume of work that the crisis 
generated.14 

Servicers work for and are contracted by the trustees 
of the trust to handle all administrative and legal func-
tions associated with the management of the mortgage 
trust pool. Servicers hire outside counsel to foreclose and 
provide a bevy of other real estate services associated 
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typically contained, at minimum, hundreds of millions 
of dollars of mortgages and, at maximum, billions. For 
example, if the average loan in an RMBS was $200,000, 
there would be 5,000 loans in a 1-billion dollar securiti-
zation. That is a lot of loans to move from originators to 
the trusts, while complying with state recording statutes, 
proper note endorsements and the terms of the trust’s 
PSA. Also consider that the GSEs and private label trust 
generated over 7 trillion (with a “T”) dollars’ worth of 
RMBS paper.

RMBS redefi ned the identity of the owner of the loan. 
The fact is that RMBS created classes of investors in RMBS 
pools that were entitled to receive derivative income de-
pending on what class of certifi cate they held. So instead 
of having an individual or an entity owning a loan or a 
pool of “whole” loans, RMBS trusts split the pool income 
into a series of benefi cial interests in the pool’s income 
stream (and residual value) defi ned by the certifi cate 
class, in turn defi ned by the PSA. Certifi cate holders were 
segregated as to what class had what rights as to payment 
preference, subordinate position and rights in default 
(among other rights not mentioned here). Therefore, our 
older concept of “A Bank” as owner of a pool of loans con-
trolling the disposition of their purchase, sale, servicing 
and administration is archaic. 

The How and When

One function of the Pooling and Servicing Agreement 
is to govern how notes are transferred into and out of the 
trust. Some PSAs require a complete chain of endorse-
ments on the notes from originator (Lender) up to the de-
positor, with a fi nal endorsement to the trust in blank. The 
critical function is to ensure that the loans were deposited 
into the trust before the trust cut-off date or closing date.23 
IRC § 860(d) states that in order to have lawful tax-free 
status, the loan must be deposited into the trust within 
90 days of the trust’s start-up date. This is known as the 
cut-off date. The law is clear; if the loan was not lawfully 
deposited in the trust before the cut-off date, the trust 
cannot claim the income stream from that loan with tax-
free pass-through status. The trust would have to pay an 
income tax penalty on the income from that loan. 

Every RMBS trust’s PSA recites the IRC §860(d) re-
quirement for depositing loans into the trust before the 
cut-off date. By the terms of the PSA itself, the trust can-
not accept any loans into the trust in any manner other 
than as defi ned in the PSA. If the trust or its agents violate 
the terms of the PSA, the investors may have a right to 
treat that act as an ultra vires act by the trust, triggering 
liability to the servicers and the Trustees. From this point 
forward it is necessary to understand the relationship be-
tween the entity that has authority to act on behalf of the 
trust and the entities that rely on those acts as bona-fi de 
possessors of interests in real property. 

In most securitizations the fi rst two criteria are eas-
ily met. In nearly all RMBS transactions the transfer of 
the mortgage loans at each stage of the securitization 
involves the buyer giving the seller value and a docu-
ment of sale (a mortgage purchase and sale agreement 
or a MLPA) that should include a schedule identifying 
the promissory notes involved. The MLPA is a list of all 
the loans sold in a particular transaction, analogous to an 
itemized invoice/bill of sale.

The third criterion requires an unbroken chain of title 
of the promissory note back to the loan’s originator. Un-
like assignments of mortgages that are recorded at the 
county clerk’s offi ce for the county in which the property 
is located, loan (note) sale documents (plus their sched-
ules) are not recorded.21 Even though the note and loan 
sale documents are evidence of such a chain of title, unre-
corded MLPAs do not and cannot establish that the loan 
was not previously sold to another party. Transfers of the 
note in RMBS transactions are completely opaque to the 
general public.

Up to this point in the transaction the discussion cen-
ters on a lawful chain of possession of the note from the 
originator to the trust to ensure the note’s enforceability 
by the trust. In RMBS transactions the lawful method 
by which the trust obtained physical possession of the 
note is determinate as to its lawful possession such that 
the trust or its lawful agents are persons entitled to enforce 
(P.E.T.E). This may seem an obvious statement; however, 
standing in an action to enforce the note’s security agree-
ment is complicated by the authority the entity has as 
a result of the terms contained not only in the note and 
security agreement, but also the terms contained in the 
pooling and servicing agreement.

The Pooling and Servicing Agreement
Prior to RMBS, lenders wrote loans that contained 

a note and a mortgage. After the loan funded, the 
originator could sell the loan to another party. The sale 
transferred all the rights the originator had in the loan 
to collect payment and also assigned the mortgage, the 
security instrument, so the new note owner could record 
the mortgage with the county clerk to afford priority of 
lien protection. Once the mortgage was recorded in the 
county clerk’s offi ce, the world was put on notice that the 
lien existed, the date of its existence, the amount of the 
lien, and the owner of the lien. Notice is the core purpose 
of all recording statutes.22

RMBS transactions had to accommodate a new set of 
legal issues besides notice. Residential Mortgage Backed 
Securities had to satisfy Internal Revenue Code § 860 to 
maintain tax-free pass-through status for the certifi cate 
holders. As a practical matter RMBS was effi cient at 
very large economies of scale. The securities themselves 
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Flow of Funds and the Role of the Servicer
RMBS loans and the rights to service them often are 

bought and sold. In many cases, the company that you 
send your payment to is not the company that owns your 
loan. The fl ow of funds from mortgage payments goes 
from borrower to servicer to trust to investor. The servicer 
is responsible for making sure that the real estate taxes are 
paid, the hazard insurance policy is paid and the certifi -
cate holders are paid. 

In most cases the servicer is a bank with a nation-
ally recognized name. Besides engaging in commercial 
banking, these banks service loans. It is a common mis-
conception among borrowers that because “BANK A” is 
a bank, “BANK A” is the lender or owner of their loan. 
When the borrower makes monthly payment to “BANK 
A,” it is more likely than not that “BANK A” is acting 
only as a servicer for the trust (or one of the trust’s suc-
cessors or assignees) where the loan was securitized. In a 
typical RMBS, “BANK A” could be the originator of the 
loan, and the trustee of the loan, as the loan’s servicing 
agent. “BANK A” could wear all three hats, two of the 
three, or one of the three. In any event, “BANK A” is not 
the “owner” of the loan within the meaning of the term 
as it relates to RMBS. It is the trust certifi cate holders that 
“own” the loans, or at the very least, the benefi cial inter-
ests from derivative portions of those loans. The trust is 
the title owner of the notes and mortgages, and the cer-
tifi cate holders own benefi cial interests to receive income 
from the loans. Meanwhile, it is only the servicing agent 
that is visible to the world and that holds itself out as the 
entity that has authority to act on behalf of the trust and 
the certifi cate holders.

The Scope of the Problem
There are approximately 40 million securitized loans 

in the United States, representing an amount in excess of 
7 trillion dollars. In the RMBS scenario a single loan may 
have been transferred among various institutions several 
times from the time it was originated to where it allegedly 
lies now. It became apparent to RMBS market participants 
that their recording fees with the “ink & paper” recording 
process would become very costly. The reason given as 
their “offi cial statement” is that the various county clerks’ 
offi ces could not accommodate RMBS’s need for the rapid 
and multiple transfers of loan documents that these trans-
actions require. Their response to the “inadequacy” of the 
“ink & paper” process was to devise their own systems 
and processes that could handle the volume of transac-
tions at tremendous speed. However, the ability of these 
processes and procedures to handle volume with speed 
came at the expense of transparency and notice within 
the [recorded] chain of title of the documents required 
by state recording statutes. Electronic registration (MERS 
loans) and tracking of mortgage documents by and 
among RMBS market participants created transfers that 
were invisible to the general public.31 

The Who

The person or entity that has authority to make law-
ful transfers of the note and mortgage within the RMBS 
varies depending on at what stage of the transaction the 
transfer was made. The transfer must be lawful pursuant 
to a document or writing that does not create a presump-
tion that the transfer violates state law or any other con-
trolling trust document. This is not a form over substance 
argument. In RMBS transactions a violation of state law 
or of the PSA would open the trust to liability. In particu-
lar, the entity that presumably needs standing to enforce 
the mortgage needs to prove as a threshold matter that it 
has the lawful authority to do so.24 Since there have been 
numerous transfers of the note and mortgage, the up-
stream holder of the note and mortgage must rely on the 
proper and lawful transfer of those documents through-
out the chain of possession and title.25

Collateral attacks on the validity of transfer of notes 
and mortgages may be made, and are being made, by 
third parties to the PSA. There are divergent holdings 
from various courts as to who has standing to object to vi-
olations of the PSA committed by servicers, trustees, orig-
inators, document custodians, nominees and other parties 
with privity to the PSA.26 The bases for these attacks are 
that the unlawful transfers in the chain of possession/title 
would open certain parties to tax liability, trigger indem-
nifi cation rights within the trust, create litigation, create 
the possibility of a put back, affect the value of the security, 
affect the marketability of title to the underlying collater-
al, allow exposure to claw-back in a bankruptcy, affect the 
rights of junior lien holders, and unleash a torrent of title 
claims as to transfers of real property through foreclosure 
proceedings.27

Governing Law

Most PSAs are governed by New York law and cre-
ate trusts governed by New York law.28 New York trust 
law requires strict compliance with the trust documents; 
any transaction by the trust that is in contravention of the 
trust documents is void, meaning that the transfer is an 
ultra vires act and may be unlawful. Pooling and Servicing 
Agreements are also unrecorded and unavailable to the 
general public.29 Within the RMBS transaction, the gen-
eral public has no way to know if a note actually is owned 
by the entity that is foreclosing. This information is privy 
only to the servicer, the trustee and the document custo-
dian who derive their rights, authority to act and role in 
the transaction from the terms contained in the PSA.

In the absence of an agreement otherwise, the require-
ments governing the transfer of documents are contained 
in Pooling and Servicing Agreements.30 However, parties 
are free to contract out of the Uniform Commercial Code 
and provide other terms and requirements for transfer of 
notes by agreement. Many RMBS PSAs contain contrac-
tual document transfer provisions that do not follow the 
Uniform Commercial Code.
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lender’s behalf. When the mortgage was assigned from 
one lender to another, or the mortgage was modifi ed, or 
satisfi ed, it was done by a person with actual authority 
to do so who signed his or her name in “wet ink” on the 
document that affected an interest in real estate. If that doc-
ument needed to be recorded with the county clerk, the 
entity did so right away so as to protect that entity’s lien 
position pursuant to the jurisdiction’s “race” aspect of the 
recording statute.35

In RMBS transactions, not only do lenders and up-
stream transferees of interests in real estate have to conform 
to the “wet ink” requirements of the recording statutes, 
they also have to conform to the terms contained in the 
PSAs that govern the transfer of documents into and out 
of the trusts. An attack upon the transfer of loan docu-
ments based on ultra vires acts of the trust will render 
those transfers unlawful and void as a matter of law. The 
result seems potentially catastrophic to secured lenders, 
and it very well may be. Entities that took title to interests 
in real estate could possibly lose their status or their posi-
tion as bona fi de purchasers.

As a matter of law in all 50 jurisdictions, an entity 
cannot take a better interest in real estate than the entity 
had that granted it. If a person does not have good title, 
he or she cannot pass good title. This law is not some-
thing invented here in the United States within the last 
few hundred years. This is “ancient law” dating back to 
Rome. This is why every real estate transaction in the 
country is (or should be) insured with title insurance to 
the owner by a fee policy and to the lender by a lender’s 
(or mortgage) policy. 

Practical Matters
As a practical matter, collateral attacks on the chain 

of title of interests in real property are not an invention of 
creative attorneys representing certifi cate holders seeking 
to put back non-performing loans. Nor are these attacks an 
invention of crafty foreclosure defense lawyers seeking 
to fi nd a loophole in a foreclosure proceeding to protect 
homeowners. Failures in accurate and transparent record-
keeping that are consistent with recording statutes and 
bona fi de purchaser law are already creating litigation and 
will continue to do so. It is apparent that the custodians, 
servicers and trustees charged with the lawful transfer 
of RMBS loan documents between and among RMBS 
participants did so without regard to the preservation of 
the bona fi de purchaser status of downstream possessors of 
those interests. 

We are now at the stage where RMBS foreclosure 
plaintiffs are forced to rely on contortions of the Uni-
form Commercial Code, securities law, trust and estates 
law, the incident-precedent rule and real property law 
to maintain standing in foreclosure actions. None of this 
would be necessary if RMBS participants were not in such 
a rush to “get their deals done” and cash in on their se-

Most of the internal transfers of RMBS paper are not 
recorded where the transfers are visible to the general 
public. The transfers lack transparency, and therefore any 
deviation from state law or from the rules governing such 
transfers in the pooling and servicing agreement could 
subject the transfer to attack by any number of parties to 
the transaction, including parties that had no connection 
to the original transaction.32

Marketable title is the foundation of the real estate 
market.33 Owners of properties that are encumbered by 
RMBS mortgages could fi nd that they cannot transfer 
marketable title. Purchasers could fi nd that they can-
not get fi nancing on a property that was encumbered by 
RMBS paper. Junior lien holders, such as those holding 
second mortgages and home equity lines of credit, may 
not be able to protect their positions. In short, the validity 
of the security interest that depends on the lawful trans-
fer of the note could be in question for every RMBS loan.

A larger and more perplexing question arises when 
it is determined that the trust acted ultra vires. If the trust 
has no authority over the note and mortgage, who does? 
The rightful owner of the note would be found by tracing 
the chain of possession in reverse chronology to the last 
lawful owner. In this scenario two things would happen. 
Pursuant to the representations and warranties contained 
in the PSA and the MLPA, the loans could be put back to 
their original owners. The trusts would be reimbursed34 
by the sponsors. This could create liability to the sponsor-
ing entities to the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars. 
Very often the last lawful owner of the note is either de-
funct, bankrupt or has been absorbed by one of the large 
commercial banks. If the certifi cate holders cannot obtain 
recourse on ultra vires loans, they will have to absorb the 
loss themselves.

The “ink & paper” recording system provides actual 
notice to the world of a party’s interest in real estate. 
Once the paperwork was properly recorded, the entity 
with an interest in real estate (such as a deed or a mort-
gage) had assurance that its recordable interest was 
protected by law as to priority over other competing 
interests. RMBS changed all of that. RMBS added an-
other layer, an invisible layer, outside of the chain of title, 
outside the recording system, that defeated the recording 
system and made opaque the chain of lawful possession 
of interests in real estate.

From a practitioner’s point of view, as long as trans-
fers of interests in real estate are dependent upon the terms 
of a pooling and servicing agreement, the lawful chain of 
title may be affected by any entity that has acted under 
the alleged authority of a PSA anywhere in the chain.

In the “old days” the check a person (seller, pur-
chaser, title company etc.,) received at closing was signed 
by a person with “wet ink.” The person signing the check 
was an offi cer of the lender or a person (such as a bank 
attorney) who had actual written authority to act on the 
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16. Carpenter v. Longan 83 U.S. 16 Wall. 271 (1872). Carpenter 
established the rule that the security interest necessarily follows 
the promissory note, and a security interest is a nullity without the 
underlying promise to pay. 

17. “Negotiation” is the signing over of individual promissory notes 
through endorsement, pursuant to UCC §§ 3-201, 3-203.

18. MLPAs (Mortgage Loan Purchase Agreements) are also known 
as Purchase and Sale Agreements (not to be confused with 
Pooling and Servicing Agreements). Sample in hyperlink: 
http://agreements.realdealdocs.com/Mortgage-Agreement/
MORTGAGE-LOAN-PURCHASE-AGREEMENT-2067437/.

19. Usually the onus is on the Trustee or Servicer to complete the 
endorsements in the funding window.

20. Pursuant to UCC § 9-203(a)-(b).

21. Mortgages and assignments of mortgages are recorded with the 
county clerk. Promissory notes are not. There is no public record of 
the chain of possession for promissory notes and their allonges.

22. Actual Notice is deemed given upon delivery to the county clerk 
for recording. Recording covers the “race” aspect of the recording 
statute. The “notice” requirement for a bona fi de purchaser relies on 
the person or entity taking title without “constructive notice” of a 
defect. 

23. 26 U.S.C. § 860D (2012) states: REMIC Defi ned:

(a) General rule.

For purposes of this title, the terms ‘‘real estate mort-
gage investment conduit’’ and ‘‘REMIC’’ mean any 
entity— 

(1) to which an election to be treated as a REMIC ap-
plies for the taxable year and all prior taxable years,

(2) all of the interests in which are regular interests or 
residual interests,

(3) which has 1 (and only 1) class of residual interests 
(and all distributions, if any, with respect to such inter-
ests are pro-rata),

(4) as of the close of the 3rd month beginning after the 
startup day and at all times thereafter, substantially all 
of the assets of which consist of qualifi ed mortgages 
and permitted investments,

(5) which has a taxable year which is a calendar year, 
and

(6) with respect to which there are reasonable arrange-
ments designed to ensure that— 

(A) residual interests in such entity are not held by 
disqualifi ed organizations (as defi ned in section 860E(e)
(5)), and

(B) information necessary for the application of section 
860E(e) will be made available by the entity. In the case 
of a qualifi ed liquidation (as defi ned in section 860F(a)
(4)(A)), paragraph (4) shall not apply during the liqui-
dation period (as defi ned in section860F(a)(4)(B)).

(b) Election. (1) In general.

An entity (otherwise meeting the requirements of 
subsection(a)) may elect to be treated as a REMIC for 
its 1st taxable year. Such an election shall be made on 
its return for such 1st taxable year. Except as provided 
in paragraph (2), such an election shall apply to the 
taxable year for which made and all subsequent taxable 
years. 

curitizations. There is nothing wrong, unlawful or illegal 
with the theoretical structure of the RMBS transaction. 
The practical problem is that RMBS participants simply 
did not follow their own rules, to the detriment of interest 
in real property ownership principles that span two mil-
lennia. How our legal system addresses this widespread 
failure on a county by county level will determine the 
quality and reliability of our recorded land records for the 
foreseeable future of our State and Nation.

Endnotes
1. Residential Mortgage Backed Securities.

2. RMBS are securities that were sold in the Over-the-Counter “OTC” 
stock market as “Pink Slips.”

3. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF PROPERTY: MORTGAGES § 5.4(c) (1997).

4. In the fall of 2010, a series of revelations about foreclosure 
documentation irregularities hit the housing markets. The transfer 
of a property’s title from the mortgagor (the homeowner) to the 
mortgagee (typically a bank or a trust) necessary for a successful 
foreclosure requires a series of steps established by state law.

5. See 26 U.S.C. § 860 (2012).

6. SPVs are considered to be limited to self-amortizing mortgages 
that do not require active asset management for income fl ow.

7. IRC 860 requires that, among other things, the REMIC trust be 
a “closed entity” and “bankruptcy remote.” New York’s Estate 
Powers & Trust laws were chosen by RMBS sponsors (in the 
PSAs) as the “controlling” statutes to govern REMIC trusts, as the 
EPTL’s rules and concomitant common law establish “common 
law trusts” that conform the REMIC tax free pass-through 
requirements.

8. If a tax-free pass-through trust lost its REMIC status, the tax 
penalties to an investor that purchased certifi cates would be 
devastating. It would also trigger an event called a “put back.” 
There was considerable argument over whether these trusts were 
“business” trusts or common law trusts, but the trend appears to 
be a judicial recognition that they are in fact common law trusts. 

9. Servicer duties include customer service for borrowers, collecting 
mortgage payments from the borrowers, and remitting mortgage 
payments to the trust.

10. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are known as Government 
Sponsored Entities (GSEs).

11. The requirements for loan-to-value, debt-to-income ratio, credit 
score, and loan limits, deposit sourcing, income verifi cation, etc., 
were uniform for GSE products of each particular type.

12. Servicers were paid a fee of 25 basis points (.25%) of the loan to 
service the loan. Mortgage loans became easier to service with 
the use of specialized software developed specifi cally for loan 
servicing. The system was very profi table because it had become 
largely automated, with very little need for human interaction and 
the associated labor costs.

13. To meet these requirements the SPVs were created as trusts. More 
than 95% of the SPVs were created pursuant to New York State 
Trust law as “common law trusts.”

14. Congressional Oversight Panel, March Oversight Report: Foreclosure 
Crisis: Working Toward a Solution, at 39 (Mar. 6, 2009) (hereinafter 
“March, 2009 COP”).

15. New York and other lien theory states have mortgages where the 
borrower retains legal title to the property. In other states with 
title theory there is a deed of trust where the borrower retains an 
“equity/right of redemption.”
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31. Transfers pursuant to the Mortgage Electronic Registrations System 
have come under attack under numerous legal theories. The three 
most notable are that: The actual possession of documents in 
MERS is completely opaque to the general public; MERS loans are 
transferred without the express authority of the lender, and MERS 
loans bifurcate the promise to pay from the security interest at 
inception.

32. These parties include upstream purchasers of the fi nancial 
instruments (trust certifi cates), successors in interest to the 
originators, subsequent purchasers of the collateral (real estate) 
and junior lien holders.

33. Marketable Title is defi ned as [in the ALTA 1992 form policy]:

“[a}n alleged or apparent matter affecting the title to the 
land, not excluded or excepted from coverage, which would 
entitle a purchaser of the estate or interest described in 
Schedule A to be released from the obligation to purchase by 
virtue of a contractual condition requiring the delivery of 
marketable title.”

 This is a circular defi nition at best, but one that establishes the 
conditions under which a marketability issue will be considered 
covered under the policy and, therefore, ripe as a claim of loss 
or defense. A claim is ripe if title is encumbered by an “alleged 
or apparent” defect. Note that there is no requirement to prove 
that the defect is real. Further, a claim is covered only if it is “not 
excluded or excepted from coverage.” No matter how severe 
an effect the defect has on merchantability of title, there is no 
coverage for any defect disclosed by or excluded from the policy. 
That said, judicial interpretation—state law—determines what 
does and does not constitute unmarketable title such that a 
purchaser could be released from its obligation to buy.

34. This would entail a reimbursement to the trust certifi cate holders.

35. See N.Y. Real Prop. § 291 (McKinney’s 2012).
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“Section 5 of Article One of the Tax Law exempts the 
REMIC from taxation. An entity that is treated for 
federal income tax purposes as a real estate mortgage 
investment conduit (REMIC), as such term is defi ned 
in IRC Section 860 D, shall be exempt from all taxation 
imposed or authorized under the tax law, upon its 
capital stock, franchises or income. A REMIC shall not 
be treated as a corporation, partnership or trust for 
purposes of the tax law. The assets of a REMIC shall 
not be included in the calculation of any franchise tax 
liability under the tax law. This provision does not 
exempt the holders of regular or residual interests 
from tax.” New York’s REMIC Tax Law, NEW YORK STATE 
DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION AND FINANCE, http://www.
tax.ny.gov/pdf/memos/multitax/m87_22c_22i.pdf 
(last accessed Apr. 26, 2012). 

24. That party must either own the mortgage and the note or be 
legally empowered to act on the note-owner’s behalf. Servicers 
acting on behalf of a trust or an originator do not own the 
mortgage, but by contract are granted the ability to act on behalf 
of the trust or the originator. See Facts for Consumers, FEDERAL 
TRADE COMMISSION, http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/
consumer/homes/rea10.shtm) (last accessed Apr. 26, 2012). 

25. Under either the terms of the trust, the contracts between 
the parties or UCC § 9 would require the chain of title by the 
foreclosing entity to be qualifi ed as a “PETE” (person entitled 
to enforce). In other words, single endorsements in blank, and 
claiming that any party in possession of a note, can enforce a note, 
even a thief, does not work. 

26. With particular reference to foreclosure proceedings, opinions 
from courts diverge as to whether borrowers have standing to 
raise violations of the PSA as an affi rmative defense. 

27. These are just a few of the ramifi cations, parties and actions that 
could be brought as a result of ultra vires acts of the trust.

28. N.Y. Estate Powers & Trusts Law § 7-2.4.

29. Pooling and Servicing Agreements are available on-line at the 
Securities and Exchange Commission’s “EDGAR” website. 
However, these are only for publicly traded trusts that were 
required to fi le by law. 

30. Sales agreements (MLPAs) are governed by the UCC, but the PSA 
is a trust agreement and the transfers of assets set out therein are 
the terms of the funding of the trust under New York law. This 
requires the depositor to complete the transfer in accordance with 
the law of gifts under the State law of New York. That requires 
compliance with the letter and spirit of the agreement and the 
steps required to effect the transfer would result in the assets 
being unquestionably delivered to the trustee for the particular 
trust by the proper endorsement of the note and the proper 
assignment of the mortgage. 


